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On 10/24/97 at 2040 hours, with the plant operating at 100% power in the PUN mode, an " invalid" Engineered Safety
Feature (ESF) actuation signal occurred during a DC ground troubleshooting repair of the "B" High Pressure Coolant
injection (HPCI) logic circuit. At the time of the event, the HPCI system was inoperable for planned maintenance. The
" invalid" ESF actuation signal was determined to be reportable because the HPCI system was not properly removed
from service. Specificaily, the DC ground troubleshooting repair activity required the removal of fuses 23A-Fi and 23A-
F2. Fuse removal de-energized the "B" HPCI logic, which disabled tne Primary Containment Isolation System (PCIS)
function to the outboard HPCI steam line valves,23MOV-60 and 23MOV-16. The licensed operators failed to recognize
this condition and failed to declare the outboard HPCI steam line valves inoperable. A contributing cause of the event
rtas that plant procedures, which isolated the same circuits, also did not include the impact on the PCIS function. Plant
r: view cf the event determined the PCIS function was rendered inoperable by the DC ground troubleshooting repair
activity for a period of approximately 16.5 hours. Failure to recognize the PCIS inoperabihty condition resulted in
violation of TS 3.7.D.2, which required the HPCI inboard or outboard steam valves to be closed and deactivated within 4
hours. Had this required action been identified and properly performed, the subsequent " invalid" ESF actuation which
occurred during DC ground troubleshooting would not have been reportable.

Root cause evaluations of the event and related activities were completed and corrective actim were identified to
preveat recurrence. The corrective actions include revisions to procedures and staff training.

This event was not safety significant. The "A" HPCI logic remained operable throughout the event. In the event that |

HPCI would have received a vahd HPCI steam line isolation signal,23MOV 15, the inboard HPCI steam line valve,
would have performed the HPCI steam kne isolation function.
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Event Dfscription

With the plant operating at 100% power, a scheduled 7-day Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) was entered at 0225
hours on October 22,1997 to allow maintenance on the High Pressure Coolant injection (HPCI) (BJ) system. Alternate
Emergency Cc~e Cooling Systems (ECCS) required to be operable by Technical Specifications (TS) when HPCI is
inoperbble were operable. In addition to the original planned maintenance schedule, troubleshooting an intermittent DC
ground problem was planned as an emergent task.

Dunng original troubleshooting of the DC ground on October 22,1997, no problems were identified and the ground
cleared before a cause was found. At 2312 hours on October 23,1997, after completion of planned maintenance
activities, operators initiated post-work testing on the HPCI system During performance of surveil!ance test ST 2M,
Section 8 6, HPCI Logic Bus B Undervoltage Relay Test, the DC ground occurred again and the ground troubleshootirq
post-work test was considered unsatisfactory. ST-2M requires entry into a 24 hour LCO for all ECCS systems
inoperable. However, during performance of ST-2M, Section 8 6, the *B" HPCI initiation and isolation logic is disabled
by removal of fuses 23A-Fi and 23A-F2. The procedure did not recognize the loss of HPCI PCIS function duriao fuse
r:moval.

In response to the DC ground at 2350 hours on October 23,1997, the operating crew entered AOP-23, DC Power
System B Ground Isolation. Operators suspected the ground to exist in the HPCI relay logic circuit and initiated the
ground isolation instructions for the "B" HPCI relay logic. The operator performing AOP-23 failed to complete required
actions prior to opening isolation breaker 71DCB2, breaker 6. The missed procedure step resulted in an unanticipated
HPCI suction valves realignment. Operators closed the isolation breaker and restored the HPCI suction to its normal
lineup. AOP 23 was exited at 0200 hours on October 24,1997. This event occurred while the HPCI system was
declared inoperable, and was not being relied upon to provide ECCS capability, and therefore had no impact on the
cvailability or standby lineup for HPCI.

The Shift Manager continued post-work testing activities with the HPCI system while repair of the ground on the "B"
HPCI relay logic circuit was being investigated. During the performance of ST-4N, HPCI Quick Start, Flow Rate, and
inservice Tect (IST) , the HPCI minimum flow valve,23MOV-25, failed to close. At 0331 hours, the operators tripped
the HPCI turbine and suspended the surveillance test. The test was unsatisfactory based on 23MOV-25, HPCI
minimum flow valve, failing to close as required. The operators correctly declared 23MOV-25 inoperable, recognized
cpplicability of TS paragraph 3.7.D 2, and completerl the required actions within 4 hours for an inoperable Primary
Containment isolation Valve (PCIV). Troubleshooting on 23MOV-25 failure to close did not identify any equipment
problems and the retest was completed satisfactorily. 23MOV-25 was placed on increased testir g frequency.

At 1327 hours on October 24,1997, the "B" HPCI logic protective tagout record (PTR) was placed by the Shift Manager
to further troubleshoot the DC ground. The PTR de-energized the "B" HPC! logic which disabled the "B" Primary
Containment isolation System (PCIS) logic function of the HPCI steam line The licensed operators who reviewed and
approved the PTR failed to recognize the applicability of TS 3.7.D.2 for an inoperable PCIV and did not isolate the HPCI
steam line valves associated with the PCIS logic within 4 hours as required. The operators faileo to secognize the
condition and considered the PTR acceptable because of their mindset that the "HPCI System" was inoperable and still
in the existing 7-day LCO. In addition, both ST-2M and AOP-23 disabled the same PCIS logic and neither procedure
recognized TS 3.7_D,2 as being applicable.
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At 2040 hours, while 18C was performing troubleshooting repair activities to correct the source of the DC ground
determined to be on 23PS 84B. HPCI pump low suction pressure switch, an i&C technician inadvertently caused a
short across two energized banana jack terminals wh;le placing hardware in a junction box resulting in an invalid
actuation signal of the "B" HPCI isolation logic. 23MOV-60 and 23MOV 16 HPCI steam supp'y isolation valves, failed
to recente isolation signals due to the previous PTR which disabled the "B" HPCI logic to allow the troubleshoot'ng/ repair
activity. At 2104,23MOV 60 (normally open) was manually closed and 23MOV 16 was venfied to be in its normally
closed position. At 2325 the operators placed a PTR to administratively control maintaining 23MOV-16 and 23MOV-60
closed.

At 2210, operators initiated a 4 hour emergency notification for an engineenng safety feature (FSF) actuation in
cccordance with 10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(ii) Although the ESF actuation was due to an invalid signal, the event was
r: portable because HPCI was not properly removed frora service at the time.

At 0604 on October 25,1997, the PTR for the 3 HPCI logic was released Prior to this the B PCIS logic to the HPCI
st:am line had been inoperable for approximately 16.5 hours. This resulted in a violation of TS 3 7.D.2, which requires
with one or more containment isolation valves inoperable, isolate each affected penetration within 4 hours by use of at
le:st one deoctivated automatic valve secured in the closed position.

.

At 1936 on October 25,1997, after completion of satisfactory post maintenance surveillance testing, the HPCI system
ct s declared operable.

Causg.puht Event

The event was initiated by pt.rsonnel error (Cause Code A). The decision to allow trnv.leshooting on the "B" HPCI log!c
circuit was believed to be acceptable at the time of the event because HPCI was already inoperable, in the process of
completing a planned maintenance 7-day LCO. Licensed operators supporting DC ground troubleshooting activities
f iled to recognize that the "D" HPCI PCIS isolation function was also rendered inoperable and failed to take the
cppropnate TS 3 7.D.2 required actions to close and deactivate the HPCI steam supply line isolation valves.

A contr. outing cause to the failure to recognize the appropriate LCO was a procedural deficiency (Cause Code D).
Specifically, the approved procedures. ST 2M and AOP-23, de-energized the same circuits and did not reflect required
entry into TS 3 7 D.2. Another contnbuting cause was that the review of the PTR was not adequate. In addition, a
misleading label in the elementary drawing for the HPCI logic (ie. the logic was desenbed as " manual sta )m valve
isolation" not "PCIS isolation") contnbuted to the failure to recognize that the PCIS isolation logic was being af'octed.

The invabd ESF actuation signal was caused by personnel error (Cause Code A) in that the l&C technician did not
maintain a self-checking, questioning attitude when placing the parts in the junction box. The l&C technicians and
supervisor went to the west crescent and opened the junction box. The cover on the junction box is hinged and swings
down. The l&C technicians and supervisor did not see, and were uraware, that banana jack terminals Were mounted
on the bottom of the junction box. The hardware was removed as mt of the work task. The I&C technician placed the
hardware in the junction box causing a short between two energized banana jack terminals.
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Analysig

This report is being submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1)(B),"Any operation or condition prohibited by the
pt:nt's Technical Specifications". This report is also being submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv), "Any
rrport or condition that resulted in a manual or automatic actuation of an Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) including
th) Reactor Protection System (RPS)". Although the ESF signal was invalid, it i: reportable 5ecause the system was
improperly removed from service rendering the "B" HPCI steam line PCIS function inoperable. Specifically, the licensed
operators involved failed to recognize that the ''B" HPCI logic DC ground troubleshooting rendered the PCIS function
inoperable for the outboard HPCI steam supply isolation valves, and failed to take the required actions of TS 3.7.D.2 for
cn inoperable containment isolation valve within 4 hours as 13 quired.

This event was not safety significant. The "A" HPCI logic remained operable throughout the event. In the event that
HPCI would have received a valid HPCI steam line isolation signal,23MOV 15 would have performed the HPCI steam
lin) isolation function.

C_ofLectivolgilpAs

Pl:nt management recognized that several performance weaknesses occurred during performance of the HPCI
troubleshooting and repair activities. In addition to the entique of the planning and execution that is normally done for
LCOS, three separate root cause analyses were performed to ensure all performance issues and lessons teamed were
id:;ntified. The following corrective actions were identified to prevent recurrence of a similar event

1. Operations personnel restored the HPCI system to normal in accordar ce with plant procedures.

2. Three root caust analyses were completed on the AOP-23 procedure performance error, ESF actuation dunng
DC ground troubleshooting, and the failure to enter the TS LCO for ar, inoperable primary containment isolation
valve when the associated PCIS is inoperable.

3. Guidance has been provided to the operators to ensure applicable LCOs are entered prior to opening breakers
per AOP-22 and AOP-23 A procedure change is complete which ,dentifies HPCI functions affected by the
HPCI ground isolation section of AOP-23 Ft.rther revision to AOP 22 and AOP-23 (DC Power System Ground
isolation) to include LCO impact of all PCIS circuit isolations will be completed (Scheduled Completion Date
1I31/98)

4. Revise ST-2M, HPCI Logic Bus B Undervoltage Relay Test, to indicato PCIS LCOs incurred during 23A-F1 or
23A-F2 fuse removal prior to the next scheduled test performance. (Scheduled Completion Date 12/31/97)

5. Revise misleading drawing label on HPCI elementary drawing to show 23A-K35 contact 11/12 is PCIS isolation
and not " manual steam valve isolation". (Scheduled Completion Dato 11I30/97)

6. Identify any additional operations procedures where fuse removal results in technical specification equipment
inoperability. Confirm this information is correctly captured in the identified operations procedures. (Scheduled
Completion Date 3/31/98)
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Corrective _ Actions (cont'd )

7. The lessons learned from review of the deficiencies desenbed in this LER will be reviewed by all licensed
personnel. (Scheduled Completion Date 12/31/97)

8. Include case studies involving fuse isolation, circuit an3tysis and assessment on plant impact in licensed
operator training. (Scheduled Completion Date 2118/98)

9. The lessons learned from the root cause on the inadvertent short by l&C during DC ground troubleshooting will
be reviewed by l&C techniciar,1, electricians, and operators. (Scheduled Completion Date 12/31/97)

' 0. An Equipment Failure Evaluation (EFE) was performed on 23PS-848, HPCI low suction pressure switch. Initial.

investigation revealed that there was a high resistance ground from the case to the switch contact wires.
Disassembly of the switch did not reveal any condition imaiM the switch that would have caused a case to wire
high resista: ice ground. The condition was located in a splice in the conduit sealing material. It appears to
have been introduced in the switch during the manufactunng process (1994). The conduit seal has been sent to
the vendor for further failure evaluation and determination of potential Part 21 reportability. (Scheduled
Completion Date 1131/98)

Failed Component

A. Component ID: 23PS-84B
System. HPCI DC Voltage Logic Circuit
Manufacturet. Static-O Ring (SOR)
Model Number: 54NS-B118-M9-C1 A-JJTTNQ
Senal Number: 94-09-394d

B. Similar Events:

None
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